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The 2020 challenge:  COVID-19 turned the world upside down with quarantines, people adjusting to working 

remotely, plunging corporate profits, market volatility, increasing refinancing and reorganizations, a growing 

demand for credit extensions, and shrinking budgets. All these factors and more create a huge challenge to 

public companies.  

 

Why not “scoop” the story first? Real-time alerting on your subject areas, 

companies or industries enable you to be the first to discover and expose breaking 

news or delve a little deeper into the company’s background, management, and 

historical stock pricing. Investigative reporters gather the pre-calculated 

statistics on current topics such as the effects of COVID 19 on businesses, 

industry trends, stock trends, winners and losers, and stimulus PPP loans.  

 
Kaleidoscope real-time email alerts enable reporters and editors to “scoop” the news from authoritative 

company information!  And its affordable! It’s a flexible, easy to use, cloud-based research platform that 

delivers the alerts and immediate access to the details. No installation required. No special hardware. This 

solution gives you instant access to information no matter where you are. 

 

 

 

 

Why do Media organizations choose Kaleidoscope?  

• Easy access to all details of a merger, hostile takeover, proxy fights and bankruptcy filings 

• Robust search on disclosure language on emerging topics.  

• Real-Time Alerts on people, companies, strategies, topics and more. 

• Company profiles help you stay abreast of analyst’s opinions via investor news. 

• Monitor SEC news, enforcement actions, litigation, new rules, and compliance standards. 

• Don’t waste time re-running searches, create “Live” Reports for auto-updates. 

• Monitor leadership changes, compensation, bonuses, “golden parachutes” or “poison pills”. 
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Value-Added Features and Content: 

Email Alerts - Delivered in real-time to your email, your computer, smartphone or tablet. Provides a preview to 

the subject and links to the filing with all the details. 

 

Transcripts of Earnings Calls – 1) Completely searchable for language trends, exchange, participants, and 

date range. 2) Read and 3) listen to complete earnings calls with audio playback, so you never miss a call, 4) 

lists participants: corporate officers, and analysts/companies with links to all companies covered by an analyst. 

Links to full company profiles.
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Infographics – Show the numerical trends with color-coded, dynamic Infographics revealing the statistics and 

metrics supporting your search results. Each chart is an interactive screener. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Stock Trends - Quick preview of Gainers and Losers! When your topics are found in filing disclosures, Stock 

Trends pre-calculates the activity, stock prices for that timeframe, and displays this snapshot. Dive in to find 

out why. 

 

Events: M&A Activity Surfaced in Real-time 

Kaleidoscope surfaces critical actions that impact companies and ultimately, investments. Screen the results 

by the infographics showing the distribution by industry or access the filing. Fast, easy-to-use and factual, 

event topics include: M&As, Leadership Changes, Restatements, Proxy Fights and more.  
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Content: (For the complete itemized list, Content & Features Data Sheet) 

Kaleidoscope contains up-to-the minute, authoritative corporate and financial data, robust search functionality, 

interactive infographics as well as access to comprehensive standards and regulatory information. 

• SEC filings for companies, funds, investment management firms, foreign private issuers and foreign 

government bonds. 

• Agreements that are alphabetized A-Z and categorized for easy, search and retrieval. 

• Corporate Profiles on public companies. 

• Earnings Calls Transcripts – audio playback and text. 

 

Features: (For the complete list of features and functions, download Kscope Features Data Sheet) 

• Email Alerts – Set up unlimited alerts on subjects, people, competitors, and events. 

• Highlighted “blurbs” – hits in context are highlighted for easy identification and review. 

• Affiliations – Kaleidoscope maps Directors’ & Executives’ affiliations with other companies. 

• Executive Compensation Table – Get a quick glimpse of salary and total compensation trends. 

• Stock Winners and Losers calculated from the first day to present. 

• Custom Live Reports – Create automatically up-dating reports comprised of filings and infographic 

widgets that can be shared with others. 

• Custom Peer Groups pinpoint results on specific companies avoiding the time-consuming “one-at-a-

time” approach. 

 

 

For more information, sign up for a free 14-day trial or ask about group rates: 

sales@kscope.io or   toll free 866-572-6731 
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